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atmospheric influences
4. Length of the vertical antenna.
5. Direction diagrams of vertical antennas installed
above the ground
6. Matching of the vertical antenna
7. Kinds of vertical antennas
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antenna
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12. Influence of atmospheric electricity and rain to
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14. Once more about about magnetic loop antennas
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3. Optimal rhombic antenna
4. Efficiency and power
5. Pattern of the rhombic antenna
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6. Substitute rhombic antennas
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6. Efficiency of the antenna Beverage
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load
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10. Broadband antenna DDRR.
11. Practical design of antenna DDRR.
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Chapter- 1 Invisible and substitute antennas

Chapter- 2 Making TV antennas work for
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Chapter- 3 Simple antennas for amateur radio
expeditions
1. Dipole and loop antennas
2. Beam antennas
3. Vertical antennas
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Part- 5 Antennas for the 11- meters range
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Chapter- 1 Transmission lines
1. Work of transmission lines
2. Coaxial cables
3. Two wire lines
4. SWR at transmission lines
5. Substitute transmission lines
6. Home brew transmission lines
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Nonlinear Effect on Antennas)

Supplementary
Antennas Vocabulary

1. Electric antennas
2. Substitute asymmetrical antennas
3. Dipole substitute antennas
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